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abStract

Understanding of Fe site occupancy across the Ca-Fe-Mg pyroxene quadrilateral requires knowledge 
of space groups and appreciation of the diversity of site geometries across Ca-Mg-Fe composition space. 
Most commonly, site occupancies are measured using some combination of single-crystal structure 
refinements (SREF) from X-ray diffraction data and Mössbauer spectroscopy for bulk measurements. 
The vast majority of previous Mössbauer studies have been hampered by the lack of differential 
recoil-free fraction data that describe how the Fe2+ and Fe3+ cations are bonded in the M1 and M2 sites 
in pyroxene. To remedy this situation, this paper examines 658 Mössbauer spectra acquired from 64 
synthetic samples covering the pyroxene quadrilateral in roughly 10 mol% increments, and determines 
their fundamental Mössbauer parameters as a function of composition. Results show variations in all 
the Mössbauer parameters studied: center shift (δ), quadrupole splitting (∆), area, recoil-free fraction 
(f), Mössbauer temperature (ΘM), and intrinsic isomer shift (δI). The most systematic variations with 
composition are seen for δ and f, while small variations are seen for ∆, ΘM, and δI. These data are 
then related to characteristics of the pyroxene crystal structure to examine the relationship between 
site geometry and recoil-free fraction. In general, smaller bond lengths (e.g., in the M1 site along the 
enstatite-ferrosilite join) result in higher f values. As Ca is added to the structure and Mg is removed, 
the f value for M1 increases as the site becomes larger and more regular. Larger sites with lower bond 
strengths result in lower values of f because the cation is less tightly bound in the crystal structure 
and thus encounters more recoil. This result is in keeping with theoretical expectations, but has not 
previously been clearly demonstrated for minerals with experimental data. Values of recoil-free frac-
tion determined in this study will facilitate more accurate determinations of cation site occupancies 
in pyroxenes from Mössbauer data and lend insights into the geometries of the M1 and M2 sites.
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introDuction

The technique of Mössbauer spectroscopy is now more 
than 50 years old, and it has become the standard method for 
determination of the valence state and site occupancy of iron 
in minerals. In recent years, the field of petrology has become 
more dependent on microanalytical techniques, and the large 
sample quantities needed for conventional analyses have made 
Mössbauer spectroscopy difficult to apply to the study of rock-
forming minerals in geologically significant parageneses. Now, 
improvements in both the instrumentation (McCammon 1994) 
for and the modeling (Dyar et al. 2006) of Mössbauer spectra 
have opened up the possibilities for analysis of a much broader 
range of materials than ever before. Both low-Fe materials and 
small sample quantities can now be studied successfully. These 
advances have the potential to turn the interest of the scientific 
community once again to the study of Fe3+ and Fe2+ partitioning 
in a wide variety of geological materials.

To prepare this field for the next 50 years (and beyond), we 
have undertaken a long-term set of experiments designed to 

generate fundamental data that will expand the usefulness of the 
technique and showcase new advances in the field. The primary 
goal of this work is the determination of fundamental Mössbauer 
parameters for common rock-forming minerals: the intrinsic iso-
mer shift (δI), the characteristic Mössbauer temperature (ΘM), and 
the recoil-free fraction (f). The latter parameters are analogous to 
matrix corrections utilized in electron microscopy, in that they 
are used to convert peak area ratios determined spectroscopically 
into valid estimates of actual species concentrations. Although 
recoil-free fraction, in particular, is key to accurate determina-
tions of Fe3+/ΣFe and Fe site occupancies, fundamental Möss-
bauer parameters have been characterized for only a handful of 
minerals due to the difficulty of the measurements.

Minerals in the pyroxene group may well be the most-studied 
silicates analyzed by Mössbauer spectroscopy. Interpretations 
based on Mössbauer work on Fe2+ distributions in the pyroxene 
group (M2M1Si2O6) would greatly benefit from improved knowl-
edge of these Mössbauer fundamental parameters. Pyroxenes are 
well suited to Mössbauer analysis because there are two possible 
octahedral sites for Fe3+ and Fe2+: the M1 site is a small, regular 
octahedron, while the M2 site is a larger 6-8 coordinated site 
(Fig. 1). The geometry of the sites varies with composition and 
space group. The Ca-free orthopyroxenes enstatite (MgSiO3) and * E-mail: mdyar@mtholyoke.edu


